artdbletters
Reviewed by John Hospers

Merry Christmas,
Mr. Lawrence
There have been numerous films about
American and British soldiers in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in World War
11, of which Kina Rut is a fairly standard

1942. It is Meny Christmas, MY.
Lawrence, from the gifted Japanese
director Nagisa Oshima. He does not
shrink from the direction of the Japanese
code of that time-the pointless beatings,
the torture, the strange sense of justice
whereby it doesn’t matter who is being
punished as long as someone is punished.
But he is also sensitive to the contrasting
British culture of the prisoners. This is
especially true in the long flashback by
which one of the urisoners (David Bowie,

*

The Big Chill

David Bowie’s portrayal of prisoner-of-war Major “Straffer Jack” Celliers is surprisingly
effective in MERRY CHRISTMAS. MR. LAWRENCE.

example. Most outstanding among fhem
is David Lean’s The Bridge on the River
Kwai, which exemplifies the classic
Aristotelian requirements of esthetic
form such as organic unity, development, mounting tension, reversal, and
climax. It is not without reason that this
work has become a cinema classic.
Now we have an entirely different kind
of prisoner-of-warpicture, set in Java in
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in a surprisingly effective portrayal)-as
he is being buried by his captors with
only his head above ground-reflects on
his betrayal of his brother and the
resulting guilt which made him anxious
to participate in the war as an escape. On
the whole, the film is a revealing and
richly textured study in contrasting
cultures.
There was a vital clash in Kwai, between the British general who wanted to
do everything well, including the buildina of a bridae for the kuanese. and the
otlher Britishofficers whose aim was to
destroy the bridge. The clash in
Oshima’s film is between the Japanese
ideal of valor, which requires committing
hara-kiri rather than- undergo “dishonor,” and the Western ideal, which
permits a captured soldier to live to fight
another day. The latter values are exemplified by the principal character,
flawlessly played by Tom Conti, who
with his knowledge of the Japanese
language becomes a kind of bridge between the two cultures.
The final irony of the film is that after
the war, the Japanese officer responsible

John H o s W is the author of Understanding
the Arts. He teaches Philosophy at the Universi@ of Southern Californiaand is the editor of

the Monist.

A Different Kind
Of Love
By David Brudnoy

J

ust when you thought somebody might
bite the proverbial bullet and do a
roadway extravaganza celebrating
whatever it is that makes homosexuals
different, along comes La Cage Aux

Folles. It is the most delightful pro-“normal family” show you could imagine in
these despairing times.
After a long-running French play and
the most popular foreign movie ever to
play in the States, the theme has jelled,
the idea becoming something of a fixation in more than one theater brain. With
music and lyrics by Jerry Herman
(Mame, Hello, Dolly!, and much more)
and a book by Harvey Fierstein (the
Tony-winning playwright and actor for
Torch Song Trilogy),this musical wonder
has captivated New York and in short
order will be doing the same across the
land.
I saw it first in Boston, often compared
to San Francisco for its bayfront charm
i-

-

images of the homosexual world and
equates the homosexual lifestyle with the
most prosaic of heterosexual married
patterns.
This, of course, is the winning formula
of La Cage. It gives us glitter for hours,
but also a paean to connubial fidelity and
monogamous longevity. Whatever you
are, whoever you are, there is something-in fact there are many things-to
love about La Cage.
I can say without any reservation that
La Cage playwright Harvey Fiersteinwho is suddenly all the rage-is certifiably brilliant. His brilliance as a writer is
somehow connected to his cohesiveness
as a person: he is, and has always known
that he was, homosexual. He has lived

-

F
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All in the family (of a sort): George Hearn as Albin and Gene Barry as
Georges in the musical LA CAGE AUX FOLLES.
L

but never compared to San Francisco for
its attitude toward homosexuality. Still,
Boston took to La Cage Aux Folles with
such enthusiasm that the city fathers
celebrated it with a La Cage day, unheardof in a backwater that regards theater
much as Jonathan Edwards and Cotton
Mather regarded frivolity. Probably the
gushing word of mouth from Boston sufficiently ruffled the feathers of some
Gotham critics that they retaliated by
giving the show only glowing instead of
ecstatic reviews.
La Cage is sold out in New York till approximately the Tricentennial, but the
national company is soon to be formed
and before long the incredible moneymaking machine called La Cage Am
Folles will be everywhere. So while the
Moral Majority is gaily trying to use the
AIDS scare as a bludgeon to whomp
homosexuals back into the closet, America will see a show that revels in sanitized
0 Copyright 1983 by David Brudnoy

that life and accepted it totally. He champions the life patterns of his roots, as conventional as apple pie (or at least as
chicken soup) and he truly believes that
the best of the homosexual world is its
freedom to choose precisely that which is
best in the heterosexual world.
Even more skillfully than Jean Poiret’s
French play and the fantastic, hilarious
movie did, the musical La Cage creates
the loving relationship of Georges, a
nightclub owner, and Albin, the club’s
featured entertainer who performs in
drag as “Zaza.” One day years earlier,
just to see “what all the fuss was about,”
Georges had a heterosexual experience.
From that came a son, Jean-Michel,
whom Georges and Albin have raised.
Now, Georges and Albin’s domestic
bliss is disrupted not by another man but
by an impending heterosexual marriage-Jean-Michel’s. The father of the
young man’s fiancee is a Gallic Jerry

Falwell, a champion of “morality” who
loathes homosexuals and is quite happy
to tell anybody his views. Jean-Michel
wants Albin to make himself scarce so
that Georges can feign heterosexuality
and somehow the young man can get
through an evening with his father and
prospective parents-in-law.
Our Albin requires quite a bit of jostling to understand exactly what is being
asked of him: get out so you don’t embarrass the callow youth whom you have
raised as a son from his first days on
earth. When he does understand it, he
gives the first act closer, “I Am What I
Am,” which pulsates with rage and bitterness and plucks at every heartstring.
It has already become for homosexuals
what “Lift Every Voice” is for blacks,
something of an informal national anthem. It is, by the way, an absolutely
wonderful song: no more closets, no
more pretense. What one is, one is, and
he who can’t accept what he is-is
nothing.
La Cage Aux Folles resolves itself in
the second act more or less as a splashy
musical must, with confrontations, deceptions, role reversals, exposure,
raucous artifice, and the coming together
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of those who have been separated because of the young man’s stupidity and
thoughtlessness. The bigot is a Caricature as he was in the movie. Fierstein has
taken the easy way out by making him so
ludicrous that even those who dislike
homosexuals’ intensely will be embarrassed by this dreadful man. The boy and
his fiancee are bubbleheads, as young
lovers are easily made to be on the American musical stage. The chorus of ten
male and two female dancers are all gorgeous and fabulously outfitted in female
costumes and wigs by Theoni V. Aldredge. You while away slow moments
(actually slow seconds, since there are no
slow moments) trying to guess which of
the twelve are the women.
Gene Barry as Georges, and especially
George Hearn (Sweeney Todd) as Albin,
are phenomenally good. La Cage A m
FoZZes is no breakthrough for gay liberation, but it’s a tremendous shot in the
arm for the theater. And for the family.
You figure it.

practitioners as such. But we do defend
their right to practice and the patients’
right to obtain the practitioners’ services.
The fact is that many patients of chiropractors, holistic healers, and witch doctors are satisfied with the care they
receive. We may think this is silly, but
surely individuals should be free to
choose any mode of health care, no matter how sensible or harebrained. So long
as the people directly involved-the patient and the practitioner-enter into
their transaction voluntarily and keep
any promises they make, no bureaucrat
should be able to interfere.
How about fraud? As Mr. Sheaffer
says, one of government’s proper functions may be to prosecute fraud. At least
government should provide a legal
framework in which victims of fraud can
seek restitution from the perpetrators.
But a just legal system should not discriminate in this instance among a Harvard Medical School graduate, a Christian Science practitioner, or a purveyor
of spinach cures. None should be barred
Contributing editor David Brudnoy reviews the from practice by licensing laws or other
arts for WNEV-TV (CBS) and WRKO-AM and is
preemptive regulation, but all should be
film critic for several Boston-artw newspapers. ,/Subject to the Same laws against deceit,
He is host of a nightly talk program on
contract violation, and criminal negliWRKO, writes regularly for the Boston Herald,
and
th~ce-weeklynewspafir
gence. Health-care providers of all persuasions would thus be accountable to
column.
their patients, not to overoxygenated
government attorneys in Sacramento or
Washington. And that’s what REASON
defends no matter how well or badly people exercise their free choice.
(Continued from p. 8)
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tend to treat diseases by administering
massive doses of vitamins and herbs.
Cancer quacks of all variety, who
profit from false promises made to those
in pain or in despair.
What all of these “alternative medical
practitioners” have in common is that
the results of their supposed treatments
cannot be objectively demonstrated.
And anyone who accepts payment by
promising to cure a medical problem but
in the end cannot do so is defrauding the
sufferer. Since the prosecution of fraud
is one of the few legitimate functions of
government, states such as California are
properly protecting the rights of their
citizens when they bring charges against
those who delude sufferers with fraudulent promises of medical assistance.
Robert Sheaffer
San Jose, CA

Mr. Gordon replies: Mr. Sheaffer is
mistaken to conclude that REASON promotes the work of alternative medical

It’s Even Worse
Than We Thought
In “The User Fee Illusion” (Aug.), Steve
Hanke observed that government services cost approximatelytwice as much as
similar services provided by private
businesses. From the limited data I have
seen, especially for education, I suspect
that consistent accounting would show a
higher average cost differential, probably at least triple instead of only double.
However, whatever the correct ratio, it
is important to note that we are comparing the government cost with the private
Communicate with REASON. BOX
40105, Santa Barbara, CA 93103. We
appreciate receiving your letters typed
double-space and limited to 200 words.
Letters sent to REASON will be considered for publication (unless otherwise
noted) and m a y be subject to abridgement or editorial comment.

LETTERS
cost for a particular service with nothing
else changed. If all government services
were privatized and taxation and regulation were eliminated in a completely free
market, the private cost should drop by
around two-thirds. Thus the cost of
government services (those that would
be voluntarily demanded) is probably 6 to
10 times the free-market cost.
This ratio may seem large if one considers only the greater efficiency of
private enterprise, which is stimulated
by the profit incentive. But government
interference in the economy creates
tremendous waste, and a large part of
the present cost of all factors of production is due to this waste and the taxes
that are embedded in the cost of everything.
While government agencies providing
services may avoid paying property and
sales taxes, they cannot avoid paying for
the economic waste and taxes that inflate
the cost of labor and other resources they

rudebarbs

consume. In short, the cost of services
now provided by both businesses and
governments are inflated by the inclusion
of the costs of government activities that
few would voluntarily pay for.

W. Alan Bumi
Pittsford, NY

Fickle Freedom Fighters
~~

Of course the roots of the American
feminist movement are individualist
(“The True Mothers of Feminism,”July).
Women were oppressed by law and by
custom, and they sought freedom. Now
that they are free, the leaders are looking
for new worlds to conquer. The same is
true of the now-statist black-advancement movement, which began as an antislavery movement.
Those who have been oppressed often
yearn to be oppressors. The French and
Iranian revolutions come readily to mind,

and history is replete with other examples. The Pilgrims didn’t come to
Plymouth to escape religious persecution; their previous flight to Holland had
assured them of that. They came because they wanted to deny freedom of
choice to their children (and they were so
dogmatic that some of the children fled
to New Hampshire).
An organization has a will to live just
as an organism does. Freedom is sought
as a means to advancement rather than
as an end in itself; and when it is attained
the legal staff, which is trained to argue
any side of an issue, begins a program of
oppression of the former oppressors. In
this way the staff of the pressure group
has something to do and need not disband. Thus, equal opportunity has been
perverted into affirmative action, and
those who favored the first mindlessly
accept its opposite. . . .
M. D. Isely

Trona, CA

RANDALLK. HYLKEMA
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THE 1984 WORLD CALENDAR
We live in an increasingly
interdependent world with distinctive local, regional, linguistic
and religious customs. When we
travel, conduct business, or entertain visitors from other countries, we
can be more sensitive, productive and
relaxed if we are aware of the cultural
differences among us. The World Calendar has been created as a crosscultural reference to assist communication and understanding on
an international level.

The World Calendar
Le calendrier mondial
Der Weltkalender
El Almanaque Mundial
oE8m
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The World Calendar is truly the first international
calendar, printed in six languages-English, French, German, Spanish, Arabic and Japanese.
This handsome calendar is lavishly illustrated with old
color photos and engravings which reflect the world's
diversity of cultural tradition. Each month brings a new
theme based upon an important cultural or religious
motif.

This large ( I 1 inch by 14 inch) calendar will be an attractive addition to any room-whether at home or the office. And it will enrich each day with the wealth of international experience. Perfect for those with international
business or interest.

Makes Each Day An International Adventure!
Includes:
Holidays of the world's five major religious-Christian, Jewish, Moslem, Hindu and Buddhist
Secular and civil holidays of a hundred different
nations
National and bank holidays
An international Time Zone map
English radio broadcast frequencies throughout
the world
And an index to help you find celebration days
throughout the globe.
Available now to REASON subscribers for just $8.95.
Better yet, order 2 or more at only $8.00 and save $.95
on each! Excellent for holiday giving.

World Calendar - -ON
c / o Educational Extension Systems
P.O. Box I1048
Cleveland Park Station
Washington, D.C. 20008
Please fill my order for the World Calendar and rush
me my calendar(s) immediately. Enclosed is my check.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
(

) I'd like one calendar at $8.95.

(

) Please send me

calendars at $8.00 each.
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Further &More
million bond issue to construct three toll
roads to improve the area’s traffic situation. Only three months prior to the
bond approval, these same voters had
decisively rejected a $2.35-billion bond
he experiences of several small
issue to build a rail transit system (see
towns has proved that even
“Houston Voters Derail Boondoggle,”
police services can be privatized.” So
Trends, Sept.). The bonds will be paid
concluded REASONin November 1982
off with revenue collected at the toll
(“Cops, Inc.”).
booth, instead of, as is more usual,
Newsweek saw it differently. When in
revenue siphoned from taxpayers’
April 1983 the magazine published a
pockets.
report on privatization that picked up
As Tom Hazlett reported in our
on several REASONstories, it said that
Reminderville, Ohio, and neighboring
November issue (“They Built Their
Twinsburg Township were having secOwn Highway. . .”), the rapid growth of
ond thoughts about contracting out
booming Houston-the nation’s fourththeir police protection to Corporate
largest city-has strained the area’s road
Security, Inc.
capacity somewhat. But once again, the
Now REASONhas learned that CorHarris County citizenry appear to have
porate Security’s contract was not exmade the wise choice. For, if Jeff Rigtended when it came up for renewal
genbach was right when he suggested in
this fall. But Newsweek’s negative
these pages that the nation’s most
story may have had a hand in that.
dynamic cities are those catering to the
automobile (“Vroom to Grow,” Jan.), it
Where REASONhad pointed out the
may just be that Houston-nohvithstandcost savings when the private firm purchased used police cars and equipment, other council members wrote Newsweek ing its phenomenal growth to date-ain’t
seen nothin’ yet.
Newsweek called the used cars “wellto that effect, but no letter was ever
worn old battleships.” And where
published, he said.
Schmida told REASONthat Corporate
REASONhad countered “rent-a-cops”
charges with the information that Cor- Security’s service was “excellent.” But
Reminderville had “come to a point
where we were ready to set up our own
House sale sailing. British Prime
police department.” Schmida menMinister Margaret Thatcher is making
tioned some difficulty getting mutual
swift progress in selling off much of
aid agreements with nearby comBritain’s 6.5 million state-owned “Council” houses. John Blundell, in our
munities and some problems with inFebruary issue, had reported that the
surance. But in the end, one wonders
The Reason Foundation’s Local
whether it wasn’t Newsweek’s disdain
housing sale was going at a quick pace
Government Center is looking for a
that
needled
the
town
into
opting
for
(“Margaret Goes to Market”). Indeed,
full-time director. The job involves
the Wall Street Journal reported in
“our own police department.” Twinsresearch and writing on all aspects of
burg
Township
followed
suit,
even
September that 250,000 of the Council
privatization, creating computerized
though taxpayers in both towns will be houses had been sold.
data bases, public speaking, and
footing bills larger by yet-unknown
Curbing city hull. Are local governorganizing conferences and seminars.
amounts.
ments liable for antitrust violations when
The ideal candidate should possess
Meanwhile, Arthur Robataille, presi- they award exclusive franchises (like
skills in all of these areas; have at least
dent of Corporate Security, isn’t too
cable TV), regulate local industries (like
a B.S. or B.A. in economics, governworried. His company’s reputation has taxis), or monopolize local services (like
ment, or political science; and be
willing to work long hours at lessspread, and he told REASONthat he’s
refuse collection)? States are exempt
than-ideal pay.
negotiating with another Ohio town to
from federal antitrust laws, and for
If you meet most or all of these reprovide local police service where none many years local governments were
quirements and would like to join the
now exists (he’s keeping mum about
thought to have such immunity by exReason Foundation staff, send your
the location). He expects that a final
tension. But in 1982, as REASONhas had
resume (including references and saldecision will be made early next year.
occasion to mention several times, the
ary requirements) to:
Supreme Court ruled that the immunity
does
not necessarily hold (a state law
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENTER
must very specifically authorize the local
T
H
E
RIGHT
ROAD
1018 Garden Street
government’s trade-inhibiting activities).
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
he voters of Hams County, Texas- Now a federal district judge has ruled
1805) 963-5993
that an Arizona law allowing cities in
which contains metropolitan
Houston-in September approved by a
that state to award cable TV franchises
margin of more than 2 to 1 a $900does not also provide antitrust immunity.

PRIVATE A Y E S OR
PRIVATE NAYS?.

“T

porate Security had hired academytrained, certified police officers,
Newsweek referred to them as
“guards. ”
Reminderville’s council members
were disturbed by Newsweek’s implication “that we were being protected by
security guards instead of professional
police officers,” councilman Tom
Schmida told REASONrecently. He and

ANDMORE

Privatization
Program Director
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THE LARGEST SELECTION OF BOOKS
ON LIBERTY AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
NEW BOOKS

OTHER TITLES OF INTEREST

MODERN TIMES by Paul Johnson
An absorbing narrative history of the world from the end of
WWI to the 1980s. (See review in this issue)
hd, 817p
$27.95

POLITICAL THEORY
Clastres, SOCIETY AGAINST T H E STATE 12.95
Friedman, MACHINERY O F FREEDOM $9.95
Holzer, SWEET LAND O F LIBERTY $14.95
Mencken, A MENCKEN CHRESTOMATHY $7.95/$17.95
Nock, MR. JEFFERSON $8.95
Nock, OUR ENEMY T H E STATE $6.95
Nozick, ANARCHY, STATE ANI) UTOPIA $14.95
Rolhbard, FOR A NEW LIBERTY $6.95
WESTERN LIBERALISM $16.95

NATION, STATE AND ECONOMY by Ludwig yon Mises
The first translation into English of Mises’ notable work.
(Reviewed in this issue)
231p
$9.00/$33.50

TYRANNY AND RESISTANCE

T H E THREAT by Andrew Cockburn
Demolishes the myth of the invincible Red Army. (Reviewed
in this issue)
hd, 338p
$16.95

Fleisher & Freedman, DEATH O F AN AMERICAN $15.95
Goldman, LIVING MY LIFE $11.95
Irons, JUSTICE AT WAR $18.95
O’Neill, A BETTER WORLD $9.95
Orwell, 1984 $5.95
Rustow, FREEDOM A N D DOMINATION $40.00

ECONOMICS
Friedman, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM $5.95
Groseclose, AMERICA’S MONEY MACHINE: $14.95
Hayek, T H E CONSTITUTION O F LIBERTY $10.95
Hayek, T H E ROAD T O SERFDOM $4.95/$12.50
Hazlitt, ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON $5.95
Hazlitt, FROM BRETTON WOODS T O WORLD INFLATION $10.95
Mises, HUMAN ACTION $37.50
Mises, SOCIALISM $6.00/$12.00
Rolhbard, AMERICA’S GREAT DEPRESSION $15.00
Rothbard, MAN, ECONOMY & STATE $I0.00/$30.00
Sowell, MARKETS & M1NORITIk:S $9.95/$13.50
Williams, T H E STATE AGAINST BLACKS $14.95

OTHER
Johnson, WHO’S AFRAID O F T H E IRS? $10.00
Branden, IF YOU COULD HEAR W H A T I CANNOT SAY $8.95
Branden, PSYCHOLOGY OF ROMANTIC LOVE $3.50/$I0.00
Holzer, DOUBLE CROSSING $13.95
Pearson & Shaw, LIFE EXTENSION $10.95/$22.50
Rand, FOUNTAINHEAD $3.95/$15.00
Rand, PHILOSOPHY: WHO NEEDS IT? $15.95
Smith, MINDSPELL $13.95

T H E MYSTERY O F BANKING by Murray N . Rothbard
Rothbard’s newest book goes A to 2 on the basics of
economics, banking, money and credit, inflation. Calls for
abolishing the “Fed.”
hd, 286p
$19.95
HOW YOU CAN FIND HAPPINESS DURING T H E
COLLAPSE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
by Robert Ringer
The author of Looking Out f o r # I , Winning Through Intimidation and Restoring the American Dream offers ideas,
insights and solutions that work in the real world.
hd, 261p
$14.95
T H E GOD OF T H E MACHINE by Isabel Paterson
Now back in print! “. . .a sparkling book, with little gems of
polemical fire scattered through almost every page, ranging
from bright wit to the hard glitter of logic to the quiet radiance of a profound understanding.”-Ayn Rand
hd, 306p
$17.50

SALE BOOKS
Bresciani-Turroni, ECONOMICS O F INFLATION M
5 $17.95
CATO’S LETTERS S l M O $50.00
Blanshard, USES O F A LIBERAL EDUCATION $$%45 $9.50
Ferns, DISEASE O F GOVERNMENT $w5$9.95
Fowler, UNMAILABLE $Ih$O
$10.50
Hayek, PROFITS, INTEREST & INVESTMENT $
2
M
5$13.50
Hirst, FREE TRADE $3&
$18.50
Murphy, BRANDEWFRANKFURTER CONNECTION $l)J$S
$8.50
Schultz, PANICS A N D CRASHES $1%95 $8.95
Smith, CATCHING FIRE SIX95 $7.95

T H E ECONOMICS AND POLITICS O F RACE
by Thomas Sowell
“Significant as a quiet but powerful attack on liberal beliefs
about minorities, racism, segregation and affirmative action.”-NY
Times Book Review. Sowell’s newest book.
hd, 312p
$15.95
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

paperback price/hardcover price
c’

Laiaser Faire Houka. Inc. 1983

If for any reason you are dissatisfied with any book, just return
it for an immediate refund.
O C h e c k o r M o n e y Order
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N Y State residents add soles tax
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A good gift is more than a surprise; the
perfect gift hits the mark. If there's a driver
on your list, you can give ESCORT with
absolute confidence. Here's why.

First Class Performance
When radar is out there, ESCORT's
superheterodyne circuitry will find it. Over
hills, around curves, hidden in the bushes,
anywhere. But don't take our word for it. In
its most recent comparison test, Car and
Driver rated ESCORT number one, calling
it "...clearly the leader in value, customer

the brightness of the alert light to suit. These
are just a few of the many details that make
ESCORT unique.
But all this sophistication doesn't mean
that ESCORT is hard to use. Just install
ESCORT on dash or visor, and plug it into
the lighter.We even include an adapter for
European lighter sockets. And ESCORT's
low-profile shape, finished in non-glare
black, looks right at home in any car.

service and performance..."

And last spring we added our STatistical
Operations Processor (ST/O/P"), a new
electronic circuit-the first in the industrywhich rejects false alarms caused by less
elegantly designed detectors. With ST/O/P,
ESCORT is more desirable than ever.

Do It Today

It's easy to order an ESCORT,
by mail or by phone.

By Phone: Call us toll free. A member of oui sales staff will be glad to
answer any questions and take your
order. (Please have your Visa or
MasterCard at hand when you call).
CALLTOLL FREE. . .800-543-1608
IN OHIO CALL. . . . .800-582-2696

Coveted Equipment
For several years after its introduction,
demand was so great that customers waited
up to six monthsfordelivery.We finally had
to build a new factory to keep ahead of
the demand.
Users quickly came to depend on
ESCORT's unique radar report-the way
its variable-pulse audio warning, analog
meter and amber alert lamp work together
to give a precise indication of radar type
and range.

limited warranty Car and Driver called us
the "class act" in radar detection. So order
now, ESCORT IS the perfect driver's gift

By Mail: We'll need to know your
and Sensor

Meter

Switch

Apart From The Crowd
We've always felt that users of precision electronics are entitled to deal with
experts. That's why we only sell ESCORT
direct from ourfactory.There are no middlemen. When it comes to customer satisfaction, we take full responsibility.
Oursystem of directsalesoffersspecial
benefits to the gift giver. You needn't worry
about inadvertently buying a discontinued
model still in a store's stock. Your gift will
never be seen marked down in the discount chains. Moreover, giving an ESCORT
shows you were concerned enough about
quality to track down the only source. And
there's another advantage.

Attention To Detail

Easy Access

Owners also take great pleasure in
ESCORT's look and feel. Its extruded aluminum housing has the right heft. Thevisor
clip is a rugged combination of Lexan and
spring steel. The volume control is as silky
as that of an exotic stereo. We even add a
small photoelectric sensor (you can see it
next to the red power-onindicator).It senses
the ambient lighting in the car and adjusts

ESCORT lets you do your Christmas
shopping by phone and avoid the retail hassle. We're only a toll-free call and a parcel
delivery away. And ESCORT isguaranteed
to please. Holidays or any time, take the
first thirty days as a trial. If you're not absolutely satisfied, return it and we'll promptly
refund your purchase and mailing costs.
We also back ESCORT with a full one year

name and street address, daytime
phone number, and how many
ESCORTSyou want. Pleaseenclose
a check, money order, or the card
number and expiration date from
your Visa or Mastercard.

ESCORT(IncludesEverything). . $245.00
Ohio residents add $13.48 sales tax.
Speedy Delivery
If you order with a bank check,
money order, credit card, or wire transfer, your order is processed for shipment immediately. Personal or company checks require an additional
18 days.

ESCORT

RADAR WARNl~GRECEIVER
Cincinnati Microwave
Department 013
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, 0hio 45242-9502

Tune in: "Talkback with Jerry Ga1vin:'America's new weekly satellite call-in comedy talk show. Sunday evenlngs on publlc radio stations. Check local listlngs

